
LoveWorks Survey Data for Learning Outcomes 2012 
 

How well did the team as a whole perform in the following areas: 

# Question Poorly Fairly Well Well Very Well Responses Mean 

2 

Respect for 

Host's 

Leadership 

4 3 17 56 80 3.56 

3 
Team 

Dynamics 
6 5 21 48 80 3.39 

7 

Cross-

Cultural 

Awareness 

0 9 39 32 80 3.29 

 
How well did you individually perform in the following areas: 

# Question Poorly Fairly Well Well Very Well Responses Mean 

2 

Respect for 

Host's 

Leadership 

0 0 16 64 80 3.80 

3 
Team 

Dynamics 
1 3 24 52 80 3.59 

7 

Cross-

Cultural 

Awareness 

0 4 33 43 80 3.49 

 
Did you share your faith story? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 No 
  

 

7 9% 

2 
Yes, I shared it 

with the team.   
 

23 29% 

3 

Yes, I shared it 

with the team 

and others. 
  

 

50 63% 

 
Stating the main point of their testimony: 
63/80 students articulated the main point of their testimony in the survey. 
Data Linked With Outcomes 
 
Students will demonstrate an ability to function as effective team members (a, d). 



 
Means of Assessment 2: Team Survey questions: 

Rate yourself on team dynamics (poorly, fairly well, well, very well) 
Rate your team on team dynamics (poorly, fairly well, well, very well) 

 
Criteria for Success: 75% of the team will have rated the team as performing well or very well. 
Measured: Annually after the return of the summer team 
 

Self: 95% well or very well. Target met. 
Team: 86% well or very well. Target met. 

 
 
Students will create a testimony that articulates how they have witnessed God at work in the 
world (a, b). 

 
Means of Assessment 2: Team Survey questions: 

Did you share your faith story / testimony during the trip? 

 No 

 Yes, I shared it with the team. 

 Yes, I shared it with the team and others. 
 
Free response: What is the thing that you wanted your audience to remember after 
hearing your testimony? 
 
Free Response: How has God moved in your life or taught you something new through 
this LoveWorks experience?  
 

Criteria for Success:  
75% of the participants will be able to state the main point of their testimony. 
75% of the participants will be able to articulate how they have seen the work of God in 
this experience. 

Measured: Annually after the return of the summer team 
  
Testimony: 91% of the team members shared their testimony during the trip. 
Main Point: 79% of the team members we able to state the main point of their testimony on the 
survey. 
Seen God at Work: 88% of the respondents answered the question “How has God moved in your life 
or taught you something new through this LoveWorks experience?”  All but one of the respondents 
could articulate at least one way that they had seen God at work in this experience. So 86% of the 
respondents could articulate how they have seen God at work.  Target met.  



Students will demonstrate cultural sensitivity in their behavior (a, b, c). 

 
Means of Assessment 2: Team Survey 

Rate yourself on cross-cultural awareness (poorly, fairly well, well, very well) 
Rate your team on cross-cultural awareness (poorly, fairly well, well, very well) 

 
Free Response: What did you learn from your hosts? 

 
Criteria for Success:  

75% of the team will have rated the team as performing well or very well  
Measured: Annually after the return of the summer team 

 
Self: 95% well or very well. Target met. 
Team: 89% well or very well. Target met. 
 
 
Students will demonstrate respect for the wisdom and leadership ability of their hosts (a, b, d). 

 
Means of Assessment 2: Team Survey 

Rate yourself on you respect for the host’s leadership (poorly, fairly well, well, very 
well) 

Rate your team on respect for your host’s leadership (poorly, fairly well, well, very well) 
 

Free Response: What did you learn from your hosts? 
 
Criteria for Success:  

75% of the team will have rated the team as performing well or very well 
75% of the students should be able to articulate at least one thing that they learned 
from their hosts. 

Measured: Annually after the return of the summer team 
 
Self: 100% well or very well. Target met. 
Team: 91% well or very well. Target met. 
Learning From Host: 89% of the respondents answered the question “What did you learn from your 
hosts?”  All but one of the responses indicated at least one positive attribute of the host that the 
respondent would like to emulate. Target met.  
 
The responses broke into some general categories: 
 

Generosity 8% 

Hospitality 21% 

Kindness and compassion 14% 

Servanthood 14% 

The importance of prayer 7% 

Affirmation of the faithfulness of God 20% 

Commitment to ministry 21% 

A high value for community and family 17% 

 
 


